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Renowned event planner David Stark reveals whimsical, artistic, unexpected designs often created

from sustainable, industrial, or low-cost materials to inspire readersâ€”whether planning a wedding,

dinner party, or holiday gatheringâ€”looking for ideas for their own events.Twenty-five of David

Stark's events are featuredâ€”both private celebrations and charitable galasâ€” and showcase how

he developed the inspiration for the overarching theme, color palette, and the thoughtful,

coordinated details he's known for, and which truly make an event memorable.From the New York

Metropolitan Opera opening gala to Targetâ€™s large-scale charitable events and pop-up shops,

David Starkâ€™s inimitable influence is sweeping the design worldâ€”and thanks to his books,

becoming more accessible for his legions of fans.No matter the event, The Art of the Party is sure to

inspire creativity and become an essential resource for years to come.
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"There are two ways to enjoy David Stark's new book, The Art of the Party. You can admire it as a

coffee table book full of images from his show-stopping events, or treat it like a handbook for

imbuing your own parties with the joie de vivre and excitement Stark's events are known for." â€”Elle

Decor"David Starkâ€”joy, daring, humor, charm, freedom of expression, generosity of spirit, a

relaxed elegance, a perfectly calibrated measure of extravagance, and a disciplined, exquisitely

articulated commitment to beauty. Along with a deep, abiding social conscience. And a lot of

laughter and a beautiful friendship. Maybe the best thing about David is the way he listens: he



listens and listens, then he thinks and thinks, and then he makes magic." â€”Mariska Hargitay"When

we held our HuffPost Game Changers party two years ago, we new we needed a designer as

innovative, thoughtful, and risk-taking as the people we were honoring. David brought his singular

style, passion and creativity to the jobâ€”the same qualities that distinguish his new book."

â€”Arianna Huffington"David Stark is simply one of a kind. His creativity is inspiring, his ideas are

fun, and, best of all, he's a treat to work with. Our collaborations make me want to throw party after

party!" â€”Darcy Miller, Celebrations Expert & Editorial Director, Martha Stewart WeddingsPraise for

David Stark Design:"The scale and visual impact of David Starkâ€™s installations rival those by

many contemporary artists at the Whitney Biennial or any Chelsea gallery."â€”David Byrne"To do

what David does, he has to be a consummate politician, a shrink, an accountant, and a brilliant

visual artist, with the unshakable calm of a Zen master. He is all that and more. He has great taste,

a fabulous sense of humor, and is blessed with an uncanny sixth sense about how to present an

event so that everyone knows when they walk in the door that they are in for an unforgettable

experience."â€”Glenn Close"When we asked David to help plan and design HuffPostâ€™s

Pre-Inaugural Gala in Washington D.C., a free-wheeling party for over 3,000 of our closest friends,

we knew we were setting the bar high. He more than cleared it. His innovative visual ideas and

elegant designs were magical. He brings the same creativity and passion to this stylish new

book."â€”Arianna Huffington"A visually stunning monograph"â€”Design Milk"What weâ€™re dealing

with here is a new kind of art and artist that touches at the very core of creativity. With his latest

book,Â David Stark Design, Stark has secured his place in the field and become a rock star in the

design world."â€”PensEyeView"If youâ€™re looking for party inspiration (or major eye candy), this is

the book to pick up . . . no two events are alike."â€”HGTV.com"One finds benefit parties decorated

with drifting tendrils of paint strips or else walls upholstered in Post-its or centerpieces constructed

from 18,000 donated pencils later to be passed along to schoolchildren. One finds 6,000 tons of

recycled waste paper used to create fantasy dÃ©cors. One does, that is, if David Stark is involved .

. .Â David Stark DesignÂ [is] a just-published monograph about Mr. Starkâ€™s forays into the New

York night."â€”The New York Times

A graduate of the Rhode Island School of Design and the School of Visual Arts,Â David

StarkÂ began his career as a painter before starting his own business as an event designer. His

previous books include David Stark Design, Napkins with a Twist, To Have & to Hold: Magical

Wedding Bouquets,Â andÂ Wild Flowers: Projects and Inspirations.



Do not be deceived by the cover. Nothing on the inside of the book has anything to do with the

cover photo. I would have given this 3 stars if the description had said what the book really was.

This is not a "how-to decorate for parties with low-cost items" book. There really aren't enough even

close-up photos of decor to suggest that you could get useful ideas. This is a portfolio of million

dollar parties, a biography of the designer's experiences, and a photo-journal. It's full of beautiful,

yet somewhat abstract photos. That's what the description should say, because there are plenty of

people who would buy a book like that. For the first time ever, I am returning a book to  for a refund.

i am overwhelmed by the gorgeous images and ideas that fill this design book. i am not only in awe

of all the work this company does but i am inspired to figure out how to repurpose items on a

smaller scale in my own life. this book has reinvigorated my creative side. i'm so glad it came out

now so i can take advantage of summer colors and flowers. i love the captions at each photo, they

give a nice summary of the design if you don't have time to read the lengthier pages at that moment.

i wish i was lucky enough to have david design something for me...maybe one day...but for now i will

relish in the photos. they make me giddy. i'm going to see if my kids can adjust some of the ideas

for their own arts + crafts, too. fab.

Didn't work for me though the guy does have a creative side just not enough to keep me interested,

already donated the book.

I am a book editor and also do a lot of party planning for charity events. I bought this book hoping

for inspiration and great ideas from someone who plans lavish parties. The terrible photography and

atrocious graphics were off putting - killing the art of the book. It is a a jumbled mess that makes it

hard to read or pick out any useful ideas. The team behind the production puts David Stark in a bad

light. The book is neither inspiring, educational, nor beautiful.

PURCHASED FOR GIFT ON WISH LIST. GREAT COMMUNICATION FROM SELLER AND VERY

HAPPY WITH PURCHASE

I couldn't be more happy with the details articulated in this book and the artistic interpretation of

each event. This is a must have for any event planner or dreamer.

Everything regarding entertaining is in this book. A great read. One that I will refer to often. Enjoy



the presentations!

This is a brag book, and not what i was hoping for. I desired descriptions of parties that i did not

have to reduce to use,something more instructional for real life...i found it hard to get inspired by

million dollar parties for 500 people-Next time i will seek out a book on a less grand scale,

something budget-y:dinner for twelve? adult halloween party for 20? Etc....but his events certainly

are spectacular.If you want to see unattainable luxury,or if you are an event planner, this is the book

for you.
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